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“In an industry that changes daily and a profession
that demands lightning fast response, staying
informed, engaged and one step ahead is critical.”
At Unatek, education and training are part of our mission. We believe we have a
responsibility to share what we know with those who need it most. Our training programs
are customized to suit our student’s and clients’ needs.
Our students come from a variety of backgrounds from Fortune 500 companies, law
enforcement agencies, and even independent security consultants. All of our courses are
taught by practitioners that have first-hand experience with the latest twists and turns in the
ever-changing world of cybercrime on its most aggressive and sophisticated level.
Unatek offers selective and private courses typically for groups of 10-20 students. You may
schedule a private course by contacting sales@unatek.com.
We thank you for the opportunity to provide our specialist security experience to
help you protect your business!
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Overview
Cyber-attacks have dramatically increased in severity and frequency in recent
years, leading to major security breaches and hundreds of millions of
customers’ data becoming compromised worldwide.
Operating within your own local threat landscape, and the evolving global
threat environment, organizations need to be equipped with the skills and
intelligence to safely and effectively manage today’s threats.
This “Unatek Training Catalogue” will allow you to understand how Unatek
will educate your team to secure the goals for your organization.
To discuss training opportunities for your organisation, please contact contact
us on 301.222.0734 or email us at sales@unatek.com.
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1.

Information Security Course Overview
1.1 Product and Service Categories

Unatek offers on-site training as well as classes in our state of the art learning lab. Our instructors have
extensive experience as both practitioners and trainers. The following courses are provided in all of our
training locations or Cyber security lab.

Training ID

Information Security Course Topic

1.0

Foundations of Intrusion Prevention: Effective Implementation Strategy

2.0

Foundations of Web Application Security

3.0

Enterprise Computer Incident Response

4.0

Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems

5.0

Computer Forensics

6.0

CISSP

7.0

Project Management Foundations for Information Assurance Projects

8.0

“The Shellcode Lab” Black Hat Training

9.0

Specialist Penetration Testing

10

Vulnerability Management

11

Threat and Intelligence Services

12

Security Breach Management

13

Strategic Security Services

14

Application Security Reviews

15

Security Designs and Reviews

16

Secure Development and Secure Cloud

17

Specialist Security Development
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1.2 What's Included?






Expert Instruction from our instructors with real-world experience.
Guaranteed good class size, you get an intimate learning setting.
All meals, snacks and refreshments included.
Lecture, Lab Exercise and Text book
CD-ROM with every tool and custom script used in course.
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2.

Course Descriptions

2.1 Foundations of Intrusion Prevention: Effective Implementation Strategy
Length: 1 day(s) course
Prerequisites:






Understanding of the Windows Operating System
Grasp the Linux Operating System or other Unix-based OS
Understanding of the TCP/IP protocols
Exposure to network reconnaissance and associated tools (nmap, nessus, netcat)
Desire to learn about ethical hacking, and get great intrusion prevention training!

Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
As the network landscapes have evolved from traditional client-server architectures to now include various
platforms and components, including support for mobile, wireless and remote users, today’s enterprise or
corporate endpoint security must incorporate a multi-layer threat mitigation strategy that extends beyond
application/circuit-level firewalls to include, not only intrusion detection systems but as well, intrusion
prevention systems to secure remote access and provide zero-day protection.
The need for a multi-layer mitigation approach has become a mission-critical mandate to cope with the
security challenges and advancements brought about by the dissolution of the traditional network
perimeter, which have dramatically increased the opportunity for worms and viruses to propagate.
Consequently, to better combat these evolving threats, enterprise and corporate network systems must
look beyond traditional security architectures, which weren't designed for internal network security
threats.
The latest technology in information security is Intrusion Prevention. Rather than relying on human
intervention to respond to an attack, Intrusion Prevention Systems automatically stops hackers, worms,
and disgruntled employees before their attacks can complete. This all happens before they can cause
damage, potentially saving your organization millions.
Thus, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) plays a crucial role as essential security components in
combating not just external but internal threats for both wired and wireless (Wi-Fi) enterprise networks.
They both enable comprehensive security monitoring and management capability
which makes them attractive as risk management tools and endears them to enterprises and organizations.
As with any new automated technology, there are many perils to avoid when implementing it. Just as
Intrusion Prevention Systems can prevent hackers and worms, they can easily be configured incorrectly
4
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which can block legitimate users from doing their jobs. The intrusion prevention training you receive in
this course will enable you to deploy intrusion prevention systems safely.
The Intrusion Prevention training offered by Unatek, Inc. covers all areas of intrusion prevention. Host
Intrusion Prevention and Network Intrusion Prevention is covered in great detail.

Topics Covered Include:


























Understanding buffer overflows
Anatomy of an exploit
Network protocol based attacks
Intrusion Prevention vs. Intrusion
Detection
Intrusion Prevention deployment
strategies
The stack and heap data structures
The role the Kernel plays in attacks
Linux, Solaris and Windows Kernels
Unix system calls and the Windows API
Vulnerability development and
discovery
Malicious worm internals
Host Intrusion Prevention
Syscall Interception
Non-executable stacks/Non-executable
heaps
Page protection
Heuristic and behavioral blocking
Network Intrusion Prevention
Web application IPS
Layer 7 Intrusion Prevention
Packet scrubbing
Shunting and session sniping
Attack signature development
Mixed mode IPS
DDoS Prevention
Calculating ROI for Intrusion
Prevention

Instructor-Led Hands-on Lab Exercises Include:























Hack into an unprotected system
Utilize a buffer overflow
Implement a no-exec stack
Attack a no-exec stack
Implement an no-exec heap
Attack a no-exec heap
Syscall Redirection
Implement page protection in Linux
Page protection on Windows
Page protection on OpenBSD
Kernel hardening with PaX
grsecurity Lockdown
Use a stack canary
Implement a Host Intrusion Prevention
System
Attempt two previous attacks against
the Host
Attempt two previous attacks against
the Host Intrusion Prevention System
Deploy Network Intrusion Prevention
Capture an attack and write an IPS rule
Build in web server layer 7 IPS
Session sniping exercise
Data correlation and multiple firewall
blocking
Shunting with routers

NG
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2.2 Foundations of Web Application Security
Length: 1 day(s) course
Prerequisites:
An understanding of TCP/IP and OSI reference Models
A basic understanding of networking




Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
Most developers, IT professionals, and auditors learn what they know about application security on the
job, usually by making mistakes. Application security is just not a part of many computer science curricula
today and most organizations have not focused on instituting a culture that includes application security
as a core part of their IT security efforts.
This powerful one day course focuses on the most common web application security problems, including
the OWASP Top Ten. The course will introduce and demonstrate hacking techniques, illustrating how
application vulnerabilities can be exploited so students really understand how to avoid introducing such
vulnerabilities into their code.
This course starts with a module designed to raise awareness of just how insecure most web applications
are. We demonstrate how easily hackers are able to attack web applications, and what some of the most
common and most significant vulnerabilities are. The course then provides an overview of how web
applications work from a security perspective.
The next modules detail a number of specific security areas. We describe common vulnerabilities, present
best practices, and discuss recommended approaches for avoiding such vulnerabilities.

Topics Covered Include:
This course includes coverage of the following
common vulnerability areas:






Unvalidated Parameters *
Broken Access Control *
Broken Account and Session
Management *
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Flaws *
Buffer Overflows *










Command Injection Flaws *
Error Handling Problems *
Insecure Use of Cryptography *
Denial of Service *
Web and Application Server
Misconfiguration *
Poor Logging Practices
Caching, Pooling, and Reuse Errors
Code Quality
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* The OWASP Top Ten Most Critical Web
Application Vulnerabilities
For each area, the course covers the following:







Theoretical foundations
Recommended security policies
Common pitfalls when implementing
Details on historical exploits
Best practices for implementation

Instructor-Led Hands-on Lab Exercises Include:
To cement the principles delivered via the lecture portion of the course, students can participate in a
number of hands-on security testing exercises. During the hands-on exercises students will attack a live
web application (i.e., WebGoat) that has been seeded with common web application vulnerabilities. The
students will use proxy tools commonly used by the hacker community to complete the exercises.

Requirements
If you are interested in participating in the hands portion of the course, please bring a Windows based
laptop that supports Java.
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2.3 Enterprise Computer Incident Response
Length: 2-8 day(s) depending on course selection
Prerequisites:


In general, students should have a basic understanding of networks, TCP/IP and familiarity with
Linux and Microsoft Windows family of operating systems. Familiarity with basic computer
security terms and concepts is recommended. Depending on course selection, there might be
additional pre-requisites.

Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
This course introduces students to methods of enterprise systems computer forensics and investigations.
This course helps prepare students for the International Association of Computer Investigative Specialists
(IACIS) and certification.

Topics Covered Include:

Topics covered include:
 Concepts related to computer forensics.
 Critical elements of managing a computer investigation.
 Set up a computer-forensic workstation and execute an investigation.
 Recovering data from Windows and DOS systems for computer investigations.
 The Macintosh and Linux boot process and disk structures.
 Creating a computer forensics lab.
 Using various hardware and software tools to perform activities associated with computer
forensics.
 Identifying and control digital evidence.
 Procedures for processing crime and incident scenes.
 How to acquire digital evidence from disk drives.
 Conducting a computer forensics analyses.
 Conducting a forensics analysis of e-mail.
 Conducting a forensics analysis of image files.
 Preparing reports from forensics analysis.
 Considerations for performing expert testimony.
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2.4 Intrusion Detection Systems
Length: 3 day(s) course
Prerequisites:



An understanding of TCP/IP and OSI reference Models
A basic understanding of networking

Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
This is a three-day interactive course where students will learn advanced functions of IDS and
network intrusion management system.
The objective of the IDS training module is to maximize the return on your investment with hands-on
and real world training on IDS network security products and technologies, security best practices and
other IDS security service offerings.

Topics Covered Include:
Session 1: Overview




General IDS Component Description
General IDS Architecture
Enterprise (High Level) Products Feature
List

Session 11: Introduction to Network
Security Threats







IDS Systems Requirements
IDS Sensor Hardware Architecture
IDS Topological Placement
Console Functions
Basic Sensor Connectivity
Troubleshooting

Hands–on Lab


Installation of Sensor software

Session IV: IDS Server Installation









Social Engineering
Hacking: Internal vs. External
Password Guessing
Password Cracking (LC4)
Password Policy Enforcement
Sniffing & Spoofing
Floods & DoS
Trojans







IDS Server Architecture
IDS Systems Requirements
IDS Topological Placement
Server's OS Hardening
Basic Server Connectivity
Troubleshooting

Hands–on Lab
Session 111: IDS Sensor Installation
9
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Installation of Server software



Some Initial Suggested Tuning and
Variable Configs



Session 4: Graphical Interface Usage
Hands–on Lab
Architecture
Viewing Alerts & Alert Filters
Overview of Package vs. Backend
(Sourcefire Sigs)
Running Queries & Reports
Configuring Packages_Backends
Running Queries & Reports
Configuring Alerts
Configuring Space Management
Diagnostics











Hands–on Lab


Server File Architecture / Data Structure
Failover CMS's
Command Line Queries
Troubleshooting Tools
Session VI: IDS Tuning



Lab: Catch the Hacker (replay Defcon
traffic)

Session VII: Enterprise Console
Installation






Data Tuning Rules Examples

Session V: Advanced Server Topics







System Reqs
Preparing the Install Platform
Step by step Install
Post "install" configuration
Connectivity Checks
Session VIII: EC Usage











Viewing Alerts
Filtering Alerts
Customizing your view
Saving your view
Realtime Graphs
Creating Correlators
EC Administration functions
Using Crystal Reports
Customizing Crystal Reports

Descriptions of key packages and
backends
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2.5 Computer Forensics
Length: 3 day(s) course
Prerequisites:








Understanding of the Windows Operating System
Grasp the Linux Operating System or other Unix-based OS
Understanding of the TCP/IP protocols
Exposure to network reconnaissance and associated tools (nmap, nessus, netcat)
Desire to learn about ethical hacking, and get great intrusion prevention training!
An understanding of TCP/IP and OSI reference Models
A basic understanding of networking

Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
The rise and growth of computer networks and rapid adaptation of their use in the work place has led to
several issues related to all sorts of intrusion into network systems and in some cases cracking of
standalone systems. As a result, incidents of break-ins abound and require that organizations respond
with good incidence response and computer forensics program in place.
Given this, this course will discuss computer forensics and incidence response in the enterprise.

Topics Covered Include:








Fundamentals of Computer Forensics
Legal and Ethical issues related to Computer Forensics
Best practices and tips for gathering evidence in a secure fashion
Investigating attacks on Windows and Linux Machines
Evidence Collection from portable digital devices (i.e. iPods, PDAs, Cell Phones)
Incidence Response best practices
Encase, Autopsy and other tools
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2.6 Project Management Foundations for Information Assurance Projects
Length: 2 day(s)
Prerequisites:
Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
The effective project manager must be able to develop strategies, work plans, estimates and schedules and
monitor progress against them in today’s dynamic market. Simply planning a successful project is merely
half the job: attentive tracking, status reporting and change management are all needed to ensure success.
This 3-day workshop blends five modules from our Project Management curriculum. It provides practical
tools and techniques for planning and managing the variables or constraints of project success, using
content discussion, a series of exercises and a project simulation application. Participants gain classroom
experience with today's best practices for structuring, estimating, scheduling and tracking projects, in
order to bring them in on time, within budget and with high quality.

Topics covered Include:



Introduction & Concepts Module




Definition of a Project; PMI &
PMBOK Knowledge Areas:
Historical Project Problems; The
Project Variables
Project Management Skills; Project
Processes; Initial vs. Detailed Planning
Process
Organizing Module




Rapid Planning; Project Kick-Off;
Team Organization, Roles &
Responsibilities; Infrastructure
The Project Office; Background
Analysis; Project Requirements; Scope
& Objectives



Initial Project Forecasts; Cost/Benefits
Analysis; Prioritization; Project
Manager Activities
Project Strategies; Lifecycles;
Deliverables; Risk Management; The
Project Charter.
Structuring Module





Phase Initiation Process; Work
Breakdown Structures; Decomposition
and Templates;
Identifying Work Packages; Phase
Organization; Assigning resources to the
tasks
Delegation; Quality Assurance; and the
Project Plan.
Task Estimating Module
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Determining the Estimating Approach;
Definitions; Estimating Effort; Simple
Estimating
Delphi Estimating; Modified PERT
Estimating; Statistical Processes;
Conversion to Duration
Documenting the Task Estimate;
Contingency & Reserves Planning
Estimating Project Management Effort;
Scheduling Module







Terminology and Graphical Techniques
Network Diagrams & Critical Path
Determination; Precedence Analysis
Gantt Charts; Resource Leveling;
Histograms
Milestones & Baselines; Performing the
Visibility Review;
The Planning, Estimating and
Scheduling Process Steps







Tracking & Controlling Module






The Tracking Information; Executing &
Controlling Processes
Tracking Methods Analysis &
Guidelines; Earned Value
Determining Status and Reforecasting
the Project Schedule
Project Reporting; Change Management
Completing the Phase; Project
Completion Criteria; Workshop to
Workplace Transition.

Topics Covered Include:
Rapid Planning:





Organizing: Perform Rapid Planning:
including identification of the project
variables; definition of the project scope
and preliminary requirements; early
forecasts of effort, duration and staffing;
cost/benefit analysis; team roles &
responsibilities; risk management;
project strategies and the creation of a
project charter.
Phase Planning:
Structuring: Identify and structure the
tasks of a phase into work packages;
organize the project team; apply
resources to the plan; delegate tasks to
the team members; build in Quality
Assurance Reviews and create the
Project Plan.
Task Estimating: Improve task estimates
by determining the appropriate
estimating approach; estimating effort
and duration; effectively document task
assumptions;
Padding vs. Contingency and estimating
Project Management effort.
Scheduling: Define the scheduling
terminology; develop network diagrams;
determine Critical Path and perform
Precedence Analysis to reduce the
overall project duration. Develop Gantt
charts and perform resource leveling;
identify milestones and establish the
project baseline.
Tracking & Controlling: Identify the
minimum effort tracking mechanisms
appropriate for the project; re-forecast
the project schedule and update the
project plan; determine the reporting
processes; manage the change process
and complete the phase and project.
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2.7 Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
Length: 5 day(s)
Prerequisites:
CISSPs are expected to be skilled and knowledgeable in security policy development and
management and security controls across all disciplines within information security.



Minimum and maximum number of students per class: 5 - 30
Locations: 10411 Motor City Drive, Suite 750, Bethesda, MD 20817
Class schedules: Updated on the Websites: www.unatek.com.
Course Times: Each class begins at 8:30 AM and runs until 5 PM.
Description:
(ISC)²'s Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) certification is for information
assurance professionals who define the architecture, design, management and/or controls that assure the
security of business environments. This certification covers critical topics in security today, including risk
management, cloud computing, mobile security, application development security and more. This vast
breadth of knowledge and the experience it takes to pass the exam is what sets the CISSP apart.

Topics Covered Include:











Access Control
Application Security
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Planning
Cryptography
Information Security and Risk Management
Legal, Regulations, Compliance and Investigations
Operations Security
Physical (Environmental) Security
Security Architecture and Design
Telecommunications and Network Security
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2.8 “The Shellcode Lab” Black Hat Training
2.8.1 Course Overview
The Shellcode Lab is a world-renowned course that was created by Threat Intelligence for the
prestigious Black Hat USA security conference in Las Vegas.

2.8.2 Outcome
The Shellcode Lab gives students a base understanding and practical experience to develop simple
shellcode. The complexity is then increased to more useful shellcode such as command execution,
dynamic Windows shellcode, setting up backdoor listeners using sockets, shellcode networking to
remotely gain a command shell, and egg hunter shellcode to search through memory for our payload.
All of this is done whilst holding your han d so that you don't miss a beat. Students will also learn
about staged-loading shellcode to bypass security controls such as firewalls and authenticated proxies,
and kernel level shellcode to perform privilege escalation.
Students are taught how to encode their shellcode using the Metasploit Exploit Framework (MSF),
and insert it into exploits that will be used to show that their shellcode was successfully executed.
They will learn how to use MSF to generate shellcode for a variety of platforms, as well as how to
integrate their shellcode into MSF so that it is available to all Metasploit exploits.
More information can be found on the Black Hat site at:
https://www.blackhat.com/us-13/training/the-shellcode-lab.html.

2.8.3 Who Should Attend?


Penetration Testers, Security Officers, Security Auditors, System Administrators and anyone
else who wants to tune their elite security skills.



Anyone who is interested in shellcoding, exploitation, vulnerabilities or Metasploit are
prime candidates for this course. Students will be taught from scratch everything they need to
know to complete this course successfully and walk away with a thorough knowledge and
practical skills on how to create sh ellcode.



Developers who want to learn low-level security development skills with shellcoding and
assembly.



Managers who want to gain a more in depth understanding of how systems can be
compromised, how security controls can be bypassed both at the operating system level and
network level, and how network access controls and intrusion prevention.

 systems play a big part in preventing shellcode successfully connecting back to the attacker,
and the general risks associated with your network security.
15
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2.9 QA Security Testing Training
2.9.1 Course Overview
The popularity of this course is growing exponentially for companies who have their internally
developed web applications tested by their QA team.
This is because this course enables the QA team to perform basic security testing to identify
“low hanging” vulnerabilities.

2.9.2

Course Outcome

This increases the effectiveness of your QA team, increases the security of your web applications, and
increases the value of penetration testing since the specialists can then focus on identifying the more
advanced attacks.

2.9.3



Who Should Attend?
QA Testers
QA Managers

16
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2.10 Developer Secure Coding Training
2.10.1 Course Overview
Web applications are a primary avenue that hackers exploit to break into organization’s applications
and internal systems to steal corporate data.
It is critical that developers understand how to write code that proactively protects the organization
from attacks.

2.10.2 Course Outcomes
This course provides developers with not only a clear understanding of web application attacks and
risk mitigation techniques, but also provides them with hands on practical experience in testing their
code.
This enables them to identify and fix a wide range of vulnerabilities in their code.

2.10.3 Who Should Attend?



Web Application Developers
Development Managers

17
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2.11 W e b Application Penetration Testing Training
2.11.1 Course Overview
Web applications are a primary avenue that hackers exploit to break into organization’s applications
and internal systems to steal corporate data.
It is fast becoming a crucial security skill to be able to perform penetration testing of your corporate
web applications to identify critical risks to the business.

2.11.2 Course Outcomes
This course teaches students:
 The concepts for each of the wide range of web application vulnerabilities,
 The impact of successful exploitation of each of these vulnerabilities,
 How to identify and exploit web application vulnerabilities using a series of hands on web
application penetration testing labs, and
 How to fix the vulnerabilities to ensure that mitigation controls are also understood.

2.11.3 Who Should Attend?







Security Officers
Penetration Testers
Web Application Developers
Security Auditors
Web Server and Application Server System Administrators
Managers who want to gain a more in depth understanding of how web applications can be
compromised

18
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2.12 M o b i l e App Penetration Testing Training
2.12.1 Course Overview
Mobile apps have become a key part of corporate strategies in recent years. This also means that
experience in developing secure mobile apps and secure mobile web services is lacking. This leads to
critical vulnerabilities being introduced into your organization.

2.12.2 Course Outcomes
This course provides students with not only a clear understanding of mobile app
vulnerabilities and mobile web service vulnerabilities, but also provides them with
hands on practical experience in exploiting mobile vulnerabilities on iPhone/iPad and
Android. This enables them to identify a wide range of vulnerabilities in their code,
allowing these vulnerabilities to then be mitigated by the mobile developers.

2.12.3 Who Should Attend?






Security Officers
Penetration Testers
Mobile App Developers
Mobile Web Service Developers
Managers who want to gain a more in depth understanding of how mobile apps can be
compromised

19
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2.13 S e c u r e Architecture Design Training
2.13.1 Course Overview
Many architects do not understand the vast range of attacks that can be performed against the
infrastructure, systems and applications contained within their proposed architectures.
This means that the attacks are not properly mitigated, which increases the risk to the organization. In
the current threat landscape, and the evolving global threat environment, organizations’ need to ensure
that their architecture is designed to proactively deter threats and minimize the risk of suffering a
security breach.
This is especially the case for companies who develop cloud architectures, either for their own
organization or for third party organizations.

2.13.2 Course Outcomes
This course takes a brand new approach in teaching secure architecture design. Most
students who take this course already have some experience in designing architectures;
however, this course teaches them the range of attacks that will be performed against
their architecture, and how they need to design their architecture to mitigate these
threats and risks.

4.6.3 Who Should Attend?







Security Architects
Network Architects
Solution Designers
Security Officers
Security Managers
Network Managers
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2.14 Infrastructure Penetration Testing Training
2.14.1 Course Overview
What do you think a remote attacker or a rogue employee could do with access to your internal
corporate network? They are able to take over all of your corporate systems within a day. These types
of attacks can have devastating consequences for an organization, with extreme cases leading to the
company folding.

2.14.2 Course Outcomes
This course teaches students the concepts around the variety of internal attack techniques and how to
perform these attacks so that they have a clear understanding of the attack vectors and risks within
internal corporate networks. These attacks include system and user identification, online brute force
attacks, vulnerability identification, system exploitation, ARP cache poisoning, rainbow tables
password cracking, through to advanced attacks such as token impersonation and pivoting through
compromised hosts.

2.14.3 Who Should Attend?







Penetration Testers
Security Officers
Security Managers
System Administrators
Network Administrators
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2.15 C y b e r Threat Intelligence Training
2.15.1 Course Overview
Threat Intelligence has utilized their unique "Intelligence Engine", initially developed for our Threat
Analytics product, to develop a brand new "Cyber Threat Intelligence Training” course.
Intelligence security services are fast becoming critical for organizations to stay on top of the latest
threats and risks that are present on the Internet. This course brings this intelligence to your team to
ensure that you are prepared for real -world cyber-attacks.

2.15.2 Course Outcomes
This course is aimed at bringing your team up to speed with the latest attacks that are occurring
around the world, how these attacks are carried out, and how to protect yourself from becoming a
front page news story due to a security breach.

2.15.3 Who Should Attend?






Penetration Testers
Security Officers
Security Managers
System Administrators
Network Administrators
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2.16 W i r e l e s s Penetration Testing Training
2.16.1 Course Overview
Wireless networks have always been a risky implementation within corporate environments because
they extend your corporate network outside of your physical walls. This means that wireless networks
are an attractive target for attackers.
Understanding the different types of wireless attacks allows you to test your organization’s wireless
security to identify risks so that they can be mitigated appropriately.

2.16.2 Course Outcomes
This course teaches students about the different types of wireless networks that are commonly used,
the attacks that can be performed against each type of wireless network implementation, and practical
hands on labs to actually break into these wireless networks to gain unauthorized access to systems
and data.

2.16.3 Who Should Attend?






Penetration Testers
Security Officers
Security Managers
Wireless Network Administrators
Wireless Network Architects
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2.17 Red Team Training
2.17.1 Course Overview
Red Teams are typically a group of penetration testers whose ultimate aim is to compromise the
organisation using whatever means necessary.
This course is designed specifically to teach Red Team members a range of effective attack and
exploitation techniques using a simulated corporate environment. This environment contains a
number of flags that must be captured by the Red Team by compromising networks, systems and
applications.

2.17.2 Course Outcomes
This training course is 100% practical since it is aimed at providing Red Team members with guided
real-world attack scenarios designed to increase their skills and experience in breaching corporate
environments using a range of attack techniques across a range of platforms and operating systems.

2.17.3 Who Should Attend?





Red Team Members
Penetration Testers
Security Teams
Security Officers
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2.18 Security Awareness Training
2.18.1 Course Overview
A highly successful attack technique to compromise your corporate environment is through a Phishing
or social engineering attack against your employees. This attack technique has a 99% success rate in
capturing corporate usernames, passwords, and even remote access to the corporate network, systems
and data.
In the current threat environment, it is crucial that organizations perform security awareness training
for all of your employees. This ensures that attacks can be identified by more people, which will
ultimately reduce the risk of your organization being compromised.

2.18.2 Course Outcomes
This course is designed to teach your employees simple ways to identify a variety of suspicious
activities via email, phone calls, and in person. It also teaches them what actions they need to take in
order to escalate the suspicious activity to the appropriate people for analysis and preventative actions.

2.18.3 Who Should Attend?
All employees should undergo Security Awareness training on an annual basis
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3.

Feature Presentations, Demonstrations, Blogs and Training Enquiries

3.1 Overview
Unatek is regularly approached to perform security and hacking presentations and demonstrations for
not only conferences around the world, but also for corporate events.
Threat Intelligence is also approached to write feature blogs and articles on security and hacking topics
as a part of a larger marketing campaign.
Your event may be a product launch, a vendor event, a team building day, or for awareness during
specific weeks such as “Privacy Awareness Week” or “Cyber Security Awareness Week”.

3.2 Training Enquiries and Engagement Consultation
To discuss training opportunities for your organization or if you are interested in Unatek performing a
presentation, demonstration or blog, then contact us on 301.222.0734 or email us at
sales@unatek.com.
For US GSA pricing visit our pricing catalogue at:
http://unatek.com/sites/all/themes/unatek/pdf/Unatek_GSA_FSS.pdf.
We thank you for the opportunity to provide our specialist security experience to help you protect
your business.
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